Chef's Special Flavours
I am Khomsan Damnet or just plain Lek to my family. and to you I am Boo;s younger brother (not easy
being the younger one with a bossy older sister !) and have been at her side to bring her dream of of Boo's
Kitchen to in life in Brisbane. This menu are a set of dishes that I am passionate about that bring to you
some original flavours of Thailand and some with a slight difference to enhance your a special experience. I
hope you enjoy these dishes and I look forward to bringing you more of my special flavours...

Bao Buns with Crispy Pork Belly – $ 21

Three soft, fluffy steamed buns filled with crispy pork belly with a teriyaki mayonnaise sauce that I have
specially created. Bao Buns originally Chinese but now used in many cuisines. Interestingly "Bao" means
"Bun" so the translated name is "Bun Bun" !!!

Thai Pineapple Fried Rice - Khao Pad Sapparot – $ 26

While there are variations around the world - This recipe stays true to its Thai origins with bacon, raisins,
peas, corn and carrots topped with cashew nuts served in a pineapple. It will evoke memories of warm
balmy evenings in Thailand, eating at beach shack or at rickety tables at your local Thai restaurant !!

Thai Duck Curry with Lychee, Pineapple & Basil – $ 27

I have taken the standard Red Curry Duck and created special flavours bringing in lychees, cherry tomatoes
and pineapple but finishing it off with basil. While it brings a relief to the curry spices, the balance of
flavours with the succulent boneless duck just brings it all home to me...

Thai Prawn Curry with Pineapple - Kaeng Khua Saparot – $ 26

A popular Nonya dish (fusion of Chinese & Malay) has been adapted in Thailand with the inclusion of a
creamy red curry and served with a sprinkling of Kaffir lime leaves. Pineapple cubes add sweetness and
tanginess to the creamy red curry - you will be licking off every bit off the plate!

Lamb Shanks Massaman Curry – $ 27

This is a great dish to try - takes a long time to make it prefect and I hope you think so too - Lamb Shanks
cooked in a Massaman sauce that I have modified ever so slightly to bring out some Indian flavours,
becomes meltingly tender and the spices blend so harmoniously with the lamb just making it a truly
luxurious dish...

Crispy Pork with Green Beans - Pad Prik King

– $ 27

Pad Prik King is usually a Thai red curry stir fried green beans and a meat - In this case I have used Crispy
Pork that is very popular in Thailand. we have created a very different flavous with some unusual
ingredients such as ground chicken skin to enhance the pungent spicy red curry.

Chilli & Garlic Deep Fried Quail – $ 26

Quails are full of flavor - if you've never had quail before, then this is a must. The quails are marinated in a
specially made sauce, then lightly deep fried creating a crispy skin and maintaining the flavours. They are
then tossed with dry shallots, garlic, chilli, black pepper and Himalayan salt.[GF]

